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A problem concerning the cardinality of the cofinal subsets of a partially ordered set is 
reduced to an open problem irr graph tteory. Let A be an in&it: wdinal, V = Ui,, Vi, 
I Uiii VJC IVJ (i CA). J_et G be a graph on V with the proper?y that whenever i <A, 
x=u ie,cA Vi and IXICIVil, then there is a set Y c Vi such that IY1 = IVj and Y XX eE(G). 
The question is whether such a gaph contains a complete subgraph of cardinality A? We :?iqve 
an extension of Kikig’s infinitary lemma which shows that the above graph contains a “PL?: of 
cardinal A. 
1. InMuctiun 
Pouzet [l] recently proved an interesting structure theorem for rhe cofinal 
s&sets of a partially ordered set having no infinite antichain. A subset A of the 
partially ordered set (P, C) is cofinal in P if ih^ = {x E P: @a E A)(x G a)} is the 
whole set P. Pouzet’s result is the following. 
‘l&-rem 1. Zf the partially ordered set (P, <) contains no infinite antichin, then it 
contains a cofinal subset which is the disjoint union of a finite number of sets each of 
which is order isomorphic to the direct product of a finite number of well-ordered 
chains. 
Since a we&-ordered chain either contains a maximal element or contains a 
cofinal chain whose order type is an infinite regu!x cardinal number, we easily 
obtain the following. 
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Note that, in some sense, the condition that there be no infinite antichain is 
c ssential. For example consider the partial !:I ordered Ijet (P, C) where P is the 
disjoint union of chains C,, (n c w) and C,, has orcie:r type w,. Then cf(P) = K, is 
singular, but there are antichains of size NO. 
Pouzet’s proof of Theorem 1 is fairly complicated and one step in his a.rgumtif?t 
is to show first that if cf(P) = K and cf&:) > w then indeed K is regular. However, 
the proof that this is also true when cf(K) = o seems tch involve proving the fyi11 
strength of the structure theorem. Since the corollary dems to be such a basic 
result we tried to give a more direct proof of #this. n fact we have tried 
(unsuccessfully) to prove an even stronger result: 
snjecmme.’ If W, <) is a partially ordered set with cojinality cf( P) = K and if 
cl’( #c ) c K. hen (P, 0 contains an antichain of mrdinality cf K. 
The corollary to Pouzet’s theorem shows that this conjecture is true in the case 
Ci’(Kj = W. 
Although we were unable to settle this conjecture or even to find a significalrtly 
simpler proof of the corollary than the one provided by Pouzet, we should like to 
present one line of argument which we followed since we believe that it does 
throw some light upon this problem and it does raise an interesting question about 
infinite graphs. In Sections 3 and 4 we discuss a related problem which leads to a 
generalizati~~n of K&rig’s infinitary !emma (Theorem 2). 
2, An unsuccess 1te 'glmphs 
Suppose (P, <) is a partially ordered set having no a.ntichams of size p and 
having cofina’lity cf(P) = K, when\ K, p are infinite cardinal numbers. We assume 
that K > A = l:f(y I 2 1.~ and ther fry to obtain a contradiction. 
h,t N ‘,-y ; *_. i~al su&t of (P, <) with cardinality (A I= K. Since, by assump- 
tion, K is ,3 c. ,. ; Lardinal we may assume that A = lJi<k Ai where the sets 
A, &:A) arc !. ;ing_and \A,I<(A,Ic* m l <K. Let ‘3, be a Set of minimum 
ca!-dinalitv SO c 1~1 't, c Bi. Then I-S, Is (Ai I C K and since uhe Ai are increlasing we 
haw that lb’,,’ s 5, i s * * * . Thus, if B = ui<A Bi, then I&l I C K. 1~1 fact, since B is 
also cofinal ul i aB: <) we must have lBl= K. Therefore, ‘by considering a suitable 
\uhsequence of the A, (i <A), we may assume that these are chosen so that 
$&, B,l<lB,) (i-C{). 
Put Vi = EC, \I_)i.<i Bj (i < A 1. Then E = Ui<.A Qi and the sets Vi are pairwise 
orl:over , since Gi 1 Ei ZJ Ai where Ui = Vi U Cj,<i i, it follows from the 
that 1 Vi I = (Bi \ (i c A). Now consider the X-partite graph G = 
ich two VL ikes x E Vi, y E V’i are joined by an edge if and only 
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if i <j and x, y are incomparable in (P, <). This graph G has the following 
property. 
%?: whenever i < A and X f Ui<j<A Vi is such that 1x1~ I&l, then there is a 
subset Y c Vi such that lYl= I Vi1 and Y X XC: E(G). 
To see this put Y = Vi\X. Clearly any two elements x E X and y E Y are 
incomparable SO that Y X XC E(G) a:nd 1 Yla lBil= IV,1 since X U FU Uj<i c 1 
Ai. 
The condition % ensures that there are many edges in the graph G. If we could 
prove that G contains a complete subgraph of car in;&y A (3 p) we would have 
the desired contradiction since a complete sub h of G co~espon& to an 
antichain in (P, C). Thus we formulate the following.” 
oblem. Let A be an infinite cardinal and let Vi (i c A) be sets such that 
I I 
1J Vj civil (i<A). (2.1) 
jCi 
Suppose th;at G = (Ui <h Vi, E) is a A-partite graph satisfying %‘. Does G contain a 
complete subgraph of cardinal&y A? 
3. A genemlizatlon oi 
As we have already indicated we were unable to solve the problem stated in 
Section 2. However, we were able to show that the graph G described there does 
contain a A-path (see below). In this section we shall state a more general result 
which also includes the KSnig infinitary lemma. 
Let A be any ordinal number. A graph G is ca!led A-par&e if there is a 
partition of the vertex set V= V(G) into A paiswise disjoint non-empty sets 
Vi (i C A) such that E = E(G) c Ui<i<h Vi X I$ Throughout this section and the 
next, G wi!!l aiways denote such a A-partite graph. 
For (Y c A an a-path in G is a function f : (Y - V such that f(i) E Vi and such 
&at 
(Vi<j<a)(3k)[is:k<j and (f,k),f(j))~E). 
Thus for II so an n-path corresponds to a path tif length n in the usual 
graph-l:heoretical sense. We say that the graph C has t 
Kiinig) if for all i + 1 < A and x E Vi+1 there is some y E %‘i 
well-known infinitary lem iin&: ay be stated as follows. 
A?) is ar- 6qxwtite if eat is 
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In order to obtain an analogous result for A-parMe grnphs in which the Vi are 
not necessarily finite we need to replace: The KSnig property by something 
:;tronger. 
G is said to be back-connected if for all i < A and x E V there is an (i + l)-path f 
:;uch that f(i) = X. This is clearly stronger than the IS&-rig property. For i < A, If:t 
W(i ) = WG( i) denote the set of all ordinalls j such that i 2~ j < A and such that 
either (i) Vi is finite or (ii) whenever S c \<+, and ISi <max(‘) 1 Vi I), then there is 
a set y E Vi such that y X S c E. We will say that G is narrow if W,(i) $ fl (Vi l : A). 
‘qote that if A is a successor ordinal, then G is vacuously narrow. Our main 
.result is the following. 
c 2. lf G = (Ui <A Vi, E) is a back-connected, narrow., A-partite graph, then 
G contains a A-path. 
This clearly implies K&-rig’s lemma since, if arl the Vi are finite, then G is 
narrow. One would expct that a simple compactness argument would give this 
for any A when the Vi (i <A) are all finite, but this is not clear to US. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we derive a further result which easily implies that a 
A-partite graph with property X contains a A-path. 
Call the A-partite graph super-ZGnig if it has the following property: whenever 
S = {x:,, x1, . . . , x,,_,} is a finite complete subgraph of G ~~6.1 that q E VC, i, a limit 
ordinL,l and i,<i,<. l l <i,__,CA, then the graph induced by F(S) = 
!x E u,.-r,,, Vi : {x, q} E E( r < n )j is t narrow, i,-partite graph with the K&rig prop- 
erty. We will prove the following theorem. 
core 3. If G is a A-partite, super-Ktinig, graph, then G contains a A-path. 
oof. The hypothesis implies that G(= G TF((d)) is a narrow, A-partite graph 
*Nith the Konig property. Suppose that G does not contajln a A-path. Then G is 
not back-connected by Theorem 2. Hence there is a least ordinal yo< A and an 
element X~E VY,8 such that there is no (,y,,+ l)-path in G. Since G has the Kiinig 
i)roperty yr, is a limit ordinal. Therefore G, = G TF(x,) is also super-K&rig and is 
a y,,-partite graph containing no y,-path. Repeating the argument we obtain a 
*ytrictlv decreasing sequence of ordinal numbers A :B yo> y1 > * * l which is 
in,;,ossi ble. 
t is easy to verify that if the j, -partir;e graph G = <Uic. ., Vi, E) is such that (2.1) 
Im!ds and if G has property Z#‘, then it is super- 
I) is ii narrow, 
’ unbounded if for all Q l A 
cted, A - yartite gr 
me @ such that cy 
ca 
an 
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S n Vfi # 8. Otherwise, S is unboun&d. For x; E Vi denote by P(x) the set of 
elements y E Uiej<* Vi such that there is some LY CA and some a-path containing 
both x and y. For S c V let P(S) = UXES P(x). 
if A IS a successor ordinal, then the back-connectedness of G trivially implies 
that ii-_:re is a A -path. Therefore, we suppose that A is a limit ordinal. 
We observe first that 
(1) If B c V and G\P(B) is unbounded, then G’ = G\P( B) is also narrow, 
back-connected and A-partite. 
The fact that G\P(B) is unbounded clearly implies that G’ is back-connected 
and A-partite. Let i < A. Since G is mrrow there is j E W’(i) $ $3. If Vj\P(B) is 
finite, then j E W&i). If y\P(B) is infinite and if S c y+,\P(B), 1231 Gma.x()Al, 
1 v \P(B)l)), then there is y E y so that {y} x S c E. Since S n P(B) = $3 it follows 
that y$ P(E#) also. Hence we again have j E W,(i). It follows that W,.(i) # $!I (b/i < 
A) and G’ is narrow. 
Next we show: 
(2) For each i CA there is x E Vi such that P(x) is unbounded. 
For each y < A there is some y-path fY in G. Choose j E W(i) and let 
y,, =f,(i> (j < y < A). If Vj is finite, then there is Y*E y so that yY = y* for a 
cofinal set of Y’S in A. If, on the other hand, Vj is infinite then there is y * E Vj SO 
that (y*, f,,(j + 1))E E (j + 1< y <A). In either case we see that P(y*) is un- 
bounded and since G is back-connected there is ‘JC E Vi such that y * E P(x) and 
hence P(x) is unbounded. 
For U c V and i < A we say that the pair (X, x) is (U, i)-critical if X c V \P( u), 
x E Vi!P(L’UX), P(x)\P(UUX) is unbounded but P(Vi)\P(UUXU{X)) is 
bounded. We claim that 
(3) If U c V, I < A and P( v)\P(w) is unbounded, then there is a ( U, i)-critical 
pair. 
By (1) we may assume without loss of generality that U = @ 
We shall define an ordinal p = p(i) > 0 an4 elements y,, E Vi (v < p) SO that for 
v<p we h.ave: 
(4) X,, = P(vy)\P({y,: p c v}) is unbounded, and so that 
(5) X = P(V,)\P((y,: p <p}) is bounded. 
By (2) there is y. E Vi so that P(y,) is unbounded. NOW let cr > 0 and suppose 
that we have alrc: ,idy chosen the elements y,, for v <a so that (4) holds for v (0. 
lf P(vi)\W{y,: E .: a)) is bounded thlen we set p = a and the construction ends. 
ver, P(V ‘$!!({I,,,: v<g 
t (4) 176G ts with v = cr. 
members or’ C*i and so the first alternative must eventually obtain an 
(5) tha:re is j (i 
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z EV Y t+1 fiX,, (v<p). Since [‘rT !Z )ptl and k E W(j) it follows that there is x E V, 
so thar ix, z,) E E (v -=I p). Since j s Ic and. X 17 Vi = fl it follows that x E P(y,) for 
some pr < p. But this implies C:T.J. 7;; E P(y,) also for all Y < p and hence, by (4), 
ZI < pO for all v < pm This implies that p = p. + 1 is a successor ordinal. 
By (4) and (5) it follows !hat the pair ((yy : u < po}, y,) is (8, i)-critical. This 
completes the proof of (3). 
We say that a sequence of pairs !s .z (IXi, 4): i c y) is a cri+xd sequence if y G A 
and if the pair (:~i, 3) is (UC i( Xi, E)-critical for each i < y, If we partialnlly order 
these critical sequences by extensio.?, then it is easy to see by Zorn’s lemma that 
there is a maximal critical sequenct: .GA~~os~ S = ((Xi, 4 ): i < y) is such a maximal 
critical sequence. We will show that ;’ = A and that (x+: i < -i) is a A-path in G. 
Clearly y >O by (3). Suppose y I= 0 + 1 is a successor ordinal. Then 
p(xfi)\p(Ui$, &) is unbounded and so P(A,)\P(( Ji5;s &) is unbounded. There- 
fore, by (3) there is a (LJI,, Xi, yj-critl;al pair (&, q). The sequence S’= 
(CXi, i j: i =Z y) is a L&ical sequenc:e which extends S. This shows that y is a limit 
ordinal. 
We wil! show that 
(6) G\P!l_!,,, &) is I II Jounded. 
Suppose this is false. !I en there c k <A so that 
t7) Vi C P(lJi<, Xl) (k .- 1 <IL). 
Choose I E W(k). COIISIL’SI. the 2; iru,%e disjoint sets 
9f V, is infinite put T={i<: ‘n’: D. +1, # $!I} and choose zj E DI+I,i 6 E T). Since 
\T/~17~i~lhl, there is some jO< ,I ;i, ~ri sOme y <i D,.i,, so that (y, zi) E E (Vj E T). Bul 
this ;rnplies that ja j. for al! jtz ‘I; ’ ~3. 
(8; D[+i,i=@ (jo-=Zj(-y,. 
On the other hand, if V, is finite, ?hen obviously (8) holds for some j. < y. Since 
P(x,J\P(IJiSb, Xi) is ur.Saundea. there is some element z E Vl+,\P(lJi<iO Xi) 
which is a contradiction a;;ains,t (7) and (8). This proves (6). 
If y <A, then by (6) and (3) there is a (Ui<, Xi, y)-critical pair (.q, h) and this 
contradicts the assumed maximaiity of the critical sequence S. Therefore y = A. 
Finally we show that {x,: ,v<A) is a A-path. Since x, is a vertex of Ii = 
Cf 1: P(U, _:* Xi ) ( v <: A), it follows that. P-I is unbounded and hence by (1) is 
back-connected. Hence there ,is a (v.+ 1)-path f, such that f,(l)) = x, and f,,(i) is a 
vertex of’ H (i < v!. Now fix j <: A. Clearly P(IJi,I Vi)\P((Ji<i Xi U(q)> is bounded 
!ot’herwise by (I! an&j (2) there are v C j and z E V, so tbat P(Z)\P(ui~i {q}UXi) 
k unbour,ded and this contradids the fact that P(V,)\P(x,, UUi:_Xi) is 
bounded). Hence there is s > j so that 
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NOW by tk choice of s it follows that f,(p) $ P(L’,)\P(ui,j x U{X,)) for each 
p <_i_ But f,(g) 6 P( Ui,, x) and hence f,(p) = x0 (p sj). Since f, is an (s + l)-ptith 
it follows that (.q: i ~j) is a (j + lj-path. This holds for each j C h and hence 
(4: i <A) is a A-path. 
Since this paper ‘nas written Prikry and the first author settled the conjecture stated 
in Section 1 snd also obtained a structure-type theorem in the same style as 
Theorem 1 in the more general case when (P, c:‘) has infinite antichains. Quite 
independently?, the second author and Hajnal solved the problem stated in Section 
2 positively. These two results provide quite different proofs of the conjecture in 
Section 1 but they both require some additional hypothesis (e.g. the generalized 
continuum hypothesis) for the case when cf(cf(P)) >w Incidentally, both these 
results also provide a simpler more direct proof of Corollary 1 than the original 
proof via Theorem 1. 
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